Inflammatory bowel disease susceptibility loci defined by genome scan meta-analysis of 1952 affected relative pairs.
Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis (the inflammatory bowel diseases) have a strong genetic component. Although over 20 putative susceptibility loci have been identified by individual genome scans, the majority of these loci have not been replicated. Many individual studies are at the lower limit of acceptable power for complex disease linkage analysis. Genome scan meta-analysis (GSMA), by use of sample sizes an order of magnitude greater than individual linkage studies, has increased power to detect novel loci, may confirm or refute regions detected in smaller individual studies, and enables regions to be prioritized for further gene identification efforts. Genome scan data (markers, significance scores) were obtained from 10 separate studies and meta-analysis was performed using the GSMA method. These studies comprised 1952 inflammatory bowel disease, 1068 Crohn's disease and 457 ulcerative colitis affected relative pairs. Study results were divided into 34 cM chromosomal bins, ranked, weighted by study size, summed across studies and bin-by-bin significance obtained by simulation. A region on chromosome 6p (containing the HLA) met genome wide significance for inflammatory bowel disease. Loci meeting suggestive significance for inflammatory bowel disease were 2q, 3q, 5q, 7q and 16 (NOD2/CARD15 region); Crohn's disease, 2q, 3q, 6p, 16 (NOD2/CARD15 region), 17q, 19p; and ulcerative colitis, 2q. Clustering of adjacent bins was observed for chromosomes 6p, 16, 19p. The meta-analysis has identified novel loci and prioritized genomic regions for further gene identification studies.